Award Submission
Best Advanced Reading/Writing/
Literature Instructional Solution
Product name
Beable Life-Ready Literacy System
Problem it solves
Beable addresses one of K-12 education’s most intractable challenges:
closing the literacy and opportunity gap for all students, regardless
of their starting points. Importantly, Beable does so seamlessly and
automatically across all environments – face-to-face, remote and
hybrid – to ensure uninterrupted learning in all circumstances. This
makes Beable an ideal solution to help students recover from learning
loss and re-start literacy and academic growth at this critical time.

What makes it unique/sets the product apart/ How it excels above the competition
Beable is a pioneering multi-dimensional system for grades 9-12 that integrates literacy acceleration, intervention
response, English language acquisition and core content mastery. It further connects literacy with career
development and essential skills development – and by doing so makes literacy real and relevant while also helping
students become career- and life-ready.

Beable closes the gap for all student groups, in all settings, utilizing all the most effective, research-based
methodologies, including differentiation, individualization and personalization. The core of the system is the
proprietary BeableIQTM engine, combining machine learning, data science, intelligent automation and
unlimited scalability. BeableIQ combines three unique tools – the Compiler, Forecaster and Accelerator tools –
to create tailored pathways for each student to close the gap:
The BeableIQ Compiler tool develops a deep understanding of the whole student - including reading
level, strengths, interests and values – through multi-dimensional assessments in order to set both literacy
and personal career goals. Through the Compiler, Beable creates a Comprehensive Learner Record that
accompanies students throughout their schooling, documenting and continually updating students’
goals, progress, accomplishments, aspirations and evolution.
The BeableIQ Forecaster tool identifies students’ Lexile® levels and skills gaps and forecasts the number
of reading lessons and types of scaffolds/supports to close them. The Forecaster then automatically
prescribes the optimal number of Core Reading Lessons per student, as well as the number of Extra
Lessons and types of Companion Sections (scaffolds/supports) needed by ELL, SPED and gifted students.
The BeableIQ Accelerator tool automatically applies multi-dimensional methodologies in the right
settings and at the right times for expected annual and catch-up growth:
– Differentiation by reading level for whole-class instruction
– Individualization via number of Reading Lessons for optimal time on task and via types of
Companion Sections to address skills gaps
– Personalization of content and career exposure for relevance and student choice
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Rather than using different methodologies and tools for whole-class learning...for ELLs...for students with special
needs...for gifted/talented students...districts can now automatically provide multi-dimensional methodologies in
just-right combinations for each and all students. Specifically:
• Educators see and support the whole student: who they are, where they are and where they need to
go.
• Every student receives what they need in order to be successful during whole-class instruction with the
just-right combination of instructional methodologies provided at the right time and in the right place
to achieve academic and career goals.
• General ed students get classroom instruction differentiated to their reading levels in order to achieve
expected annual growth. All lessons and scaffolds are provided in English and Spanish with translation
support in 100+ languages – another innovation highlight.
• ELLs and students in different tiers of instruction get individualized pull-out support to address skills
gaps, which revolves around what the whole-class instruction will cover. These students may also need
additional readings to reach their recommended number of reading sessions to achieve expected
annual plus catch-up growth.
• Gifted students get enrichment support with greater depth, breadth and complexity.
• All students have the opportunity to personalize their learning experience and personalize career
exploration based on self-selected interests and chosen out-of-school readings.
Unlike any other solution, Beable closes all the gaps that stand in the way of student success in a holistic,
coordinated fashion. It uses core curriculum areas – like Civics or U.S. History – as the vehicles for differentiated
instruction and Lexile acceleration, ensuring that all students, regardless of their reading abilities – gain the
necessary knowledge to pass content area assessments, prepare for high-stakes ELA assessments and build
literacy skills.
Beable also weaves together career and employability skills development as the vehicles for life-readiness.
So, instead of having to piece together and integrate multiple, different solutions, districts gain all these
capabilities seamlessly, cost-effectively, in a single multi-dimensional system.
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Judging Criteria
• Accessibility: Beable inherently accommodates diverse learning styles. Through its multi-dimensional
application of research-proven instructional methodologies, Beable combines differentiation of core lessons
to 10 reading levels in English and Spanish for whole-class instruction; individualization of scaffolds/supports
as needed by each student to address skills gaps; and personalization of extra readings for after school and
at home to assure engagement and optimal time on task. Each student receives his or her own just-right
combination of these methodologies, in the right settings and venues, and at the right times.
• Alignment to standards: Beable content and items align to the Common Core State Standards (CCSS), as
well as to every state’s standards.
• Assessment: Through Beable’s comprehensive, embedded assessments and surveys, provided in English and
Spanish, students learn more about themselves – including gaps, goals, strengths and interests –while
educators gain a deeper understanding of and connection to their students. The result is a learning
experience for every student that is differentiated, individualized and personalized per his or her specific
needs and goals – one that more fully connects a child’s education to an expansive worldview rich with
opportunity. Assessments and surveys include a computer adaptive Lexile Placement Test that students take
only once during their ‘lifetimes’ using Beable; mini-Lexile assessments throughout to
re-evaluate their Lexile levels in an ongoing, quick and seamless manner; a RIASEC Career Indicator Survey,
a Reading Topic Picker and a Student Profile Survey.
• Cohesiveness: Beable's content and instructional approach are entirely coherent, consistent, aligned, wellorganized and sequenced across grade levels.
• Customization: Beable provides differentiated, individualized and personalized instruction. The instruction a
student receives is unique to that student and based on comprehensive assessments and surveys that
develop a deep knowledge of the whole student. The curriculum is customizable to meet the demands of
state standards and district pacing guides.
• Depth of knowledge: Every core academic lesson that students complete comprises a series of embedded
activity questions that address a variety of depths of knowledge similar to what students encounter on their
high-stakes ELA assessments, including multiple choice, multi-select, Part A/Part B, token highlighting and
categorization. With every lesson, students are prompted to make connections to and engage in discussions
about RIASEC interests, careers and essential skills – and apply this knowledge to new situations, beginning
as appropriate for grade 2 students and continuing through graduation. This achieves the goal of helping
students connect any content area (e.g., Civics, U.S. History) to literacy requirements and career
possibilities.
• Ease of use and support: The Beable user experience is fresh and contemporary, with emphasis placed on
intuitive use by all stakeholders. Training and professional development are embedded within the application
and accessible 24/7. PD is also gamified, personalized and ‘bite-sized’ for highly efficient, just-in-time
training.
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• Engagement: Beable emphasizes engagement. Its content feed is intuitive and student centric. Students
can create their own customized avatars. The system features interactive elements, including the Beable
Community Map, that let students navigate visually and discover/explore content. Beable’s
Comprehensive Learner Records instill the concepts of social currency and networking. Its ‘Beabilities’
motivational system adds elements of fun, excitement and competition.
• Feedback: Every academic lesson consists of a core reading, a series of embedded questions and quiz
items. For every question, students receive immediate feedback on correct answers as well as distractor
rationales for incorrect answer choices. Because of every item’s alignment to specific standards and skills,
educators receive timely feedback that allows them to remediate and reinforce instruction based on the
needs of each student.
• Reporting: Through Beable’s easy-to-use reports, teachers and administrators know exactly where every
student stands at any point in time – whether onboarding is progressing according to plan, whether the
student needs more time on task for Lexile growth, or whether he or she is struggling with particular
academic content. Through this data, Beable provides a precise ability to design and tailor instruction and
to intervene when and how it’s necessary. Beable also provides reporting covering professional
development, with key metrics including hours of professional learning, application of learning in the
classroom, micro-learning credential achievement and more. By helping to ensure the success of Beable
training, Beable in turn helps ensure the success in closing the literacy and opportunity gap for every
student.
• Technical Flexibility: Beable can be used optimally on all platforms including desktop and laptop. Its
transition from one platform to another is seamless, with one continuing where the other leaves off. Beable
also can be used in classroom settings, among small groups, 1:1 and independently. It transitions from
face-to-face to remote environments, from school to home or any other location, automatically and with
the same seamlessness.
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